
One of my very earliest memories (and I have a few which go back quite a way) is one which, when I 

have communicated the details of it to others, has met with some scepticism.  When I was very young 

(probably around Alfie’s age, if not younger) I shared a bedroom with my older brother.  One night – 

the middle of the night - I can vividly remember watching a projection upon the bedroom wall.  It 

goes without saying that we had no such thing as a projector in our house, and the only television we 

had was sat heavily in the living room - I even doubt that this television was a colour model.  But 

there it was, this projection which filled the entire wall.  The projection itself made the least sense: an 

episode of Hill Street Blues.   

  It is easy to dismiss this as the confused dream of an impressionable child:  The brain is still a 

largely unsolved mystery, and the mind of a child yet more so.  But even so, I have remained resolute 

my entire life that what I saw projected upon the wall was real.  More than thirty years later, I use 

projections more and more in my work. 

   There were many, many other inexplicable occurrences during my childhood.  Where we lived was 

notorious for its haunted history, and whether this history was nonsense or not it made a huge 

impression on me growing up.  A mining community since the industrial revolution, many of the 

families who lived there when I was young had fathers who worked at the colliery.  As such, this was 

a simple locale with a suitably simple history and folklore.   

   There were voices in our house, and the odd sighting here and there.  My Sister once woke up in the 

middle of the night to see a head floating above her, and when she reported this to my Grandmother 

was told that the face resembled our great Grandfather.  These things are easy for an adult to take with 

a pinch of salt, but the veracity of these incidents makes zero difference when it comes to the fear they 

instil in a young mind. 

 

Approximately this time last year I bemoaned the sacrifices one must make for artistic practices of 

other aspects of one’s life.  The tension that working at all hours causes to the family situation cannot 

be underestimated, and this year has certainly been no different.  Alfie is four years old in a few 

weeks’ time, and his demands on his father’s time are as stringent as ever.  There are also the other 

practicalities of daily life to be juggled, all of which tend to take a back seat when ideas are embarked 

upon and deadlines need meeting.  To this end I actually began to design a timetable of sorts for 

myself, although I gave up on this when all of the other little uncertainties started to crop up: Alfie not 

being well enough for nursery, financial embarrassment (sometimes there has been no limit to this 

embarrassment), and so on.  I quickly learned that setting myself a timetable was actually setting 

myself for failure, and I had been right in the first place in that the most viable method of fitting work 

around other responsibilities is to grab the moments as they come.  That way there are fewer 

frustrations when it all goes wrong. 

 

When assignments are given out, usually there is a clear and (at least roughly) designed idea in one’s 

head: at the very least some sort of pointer towards a concept which can be fleshed out and worked 

upon until some semblance of a piece of work can be traced.  In this instance my instincts threw me a 

red herring.  The brief as outlined was to revisit a theme, piece of work, or idea from the previous two 

years (a piece which may or may not have been followed through to completion) and, for want of a 

better phrase, “have another go at it.”  The first idea which sprang to my mind was a very basic 

alteration of some comic book pages which I began quite some time ago and never pursued any 

further, which chronologically fell somewhere in between You Men and Your Holocausts and The 

Banality of Evil.  These pages were found pieces extracted from old editions of Peanuts, Commando, 

Tintin and another, quite obscure and forgotten, generic superhero/ battle of good versus evil 

publication from the 1950s or 1960s.   

   I initially turned my hand to these pages during a period when traditional art materials were, for 

whatever reason, unavailable to me.  Using the miracle of the internet and some questionable 

downloads, it was a simple matter to download these files and digitally alter the contents of their 

speech bubbles, so that dialogue pertaining to whatever triviality initially made up the cut and thrust 



of their narrative was turned into a brand of philosophical tract reduced to comply with the limitations 

of the comic book page.  Clement Greenberg’s high and low culture was the obvious, unspoken, 

reference point, whereas Baudrillard’s simulacra was made explicit.  The opening dialogue from 

James Joyce’s Ulysses was put in place of a mindless back-and-forth between two opposing superhero 

forces, and a WW2 military squadron broke the fourth wall in total abnegation of Hitler’s War 

Machine. 

   The idea of revisiting this concept appealed to my playful nature, a nature which has also gone to 

produce some superficially disposable pieces like A Homage to Peter Halley using Mega Bloks and 

Duchampian Potty Training.  The problem with the comic book pages, as was very quickly made 

apparent, was the lack of scope to push the work any further.  I had produced four pages of 

bastardised low culture presented in a run-of-the-mill postmodern way, and the way I saw it 

producing forty pages of bastardised low culture presented in a run-of-the-mill postmodern way 

would not only be treading old water – it would be lazy, idle-minded and a step too far towards that 

troublesome cut-off point between ironic repetition and lack of ideas as conceit for cultural 

commentary. 

   As luck would have it, this idea on its way out met with another idea which was as instantaneous as 

the first.  During that first year of the Foundation Diploma the first real obstacle I ran into was with 

Graphic Design, which was less than fortunate given that Graphic Design was one of my first two 

choices for the curriculum.  In point of fact, it was a Graphic Design course I initially applied for.  

Looking back, I can only bless good fortune for that course being discontinued a year before my 

application, as there is virtually nothing within the practice of Graphic Design which holds my 

attention or gives me anything of real substance to work with.  The first assignment was relatively 

stress-free as it appealed to my creative streak, working with simple imagery and involving literature.  

The second assignment, however, was utterly painful: the poster campaign, which stumped me from 

the very beginning.  I had no idea what issue to address with the campaign, but in the end I settled for 

a mental health awareness theme, and for whatever reason the BBC test card came into play.  Simply 

put, I attempted to recreate the test card using ink, charcoal and paint in a way which fell way short in 

complying with the structure of Graphic Design, and thus failed completely. 

   Taking the test card out of said context was still something I had left up my sleeve.  If Graphic 

Design didn’t want it, then Fine Art certainly would, the latter being entirely suited to the distortion, 

expansion, dissemination and reconstruction of an iconic image (an iconic image based on strict 

geometric proportions, at that) such as this.  I recall that my initial reason for using the test card in the 

first place two years ago was that it signified the television channels being offline, shut down and the 

transmission itself cut off.  This still would serve me very well as a reference point for virtually every 

element of my themes: the abuse of a child’s trust can be traced analogously to the grand lie of a 

televisual transmission, in that the conceit of acting and all of those stylized worlds presented on the 

screen take the naiveté prevalent in childhood and exploit it to maintain their illusion; the unseen 

forces at the other end of the transmission, though still unseen, always seemed to make themselves 

more apparent after the programming had ceased.  Who remained at the other end when the general 

public had retired to bed?  Was there someone still at the controls awaiting the orders to switch the 

transmission back on?  And, ultimately, where would the order come from?  Whose decision was it to 

stop showing moving images after 11PM, or whenever it was, and why was that decision made? Why 

such-and-such a time, rather than an hour earlier or later?  Nothing makes much sense to a very young 

mind, and so much of the world around one is taken on faith that the state of affairs is ultimately to a 

consensual benefit.  This echoes my opening anecdote about the projection on the wall, in that the 

eeriness came from not knowing where the images came from. 

 

Two years after the Graphic Design Debacle, I have many more means and methods at my disposal.  

For instance, back then I had absolutely no experience with photography or sculpture, video and 

projection were media I had yet to even consider and everything boiled down to making marks on 

paper.  Also, the realm of Fine Art is not governed by the same stringent rules of precision as Graphic 



Design, and there is no imperative to reproduce the immaculate geometry of the test card.  What I do 

have, though, is the obligation to provide a context and setting for the test card, and by this I mean 

that a simple reproduction is insufficient and is nowhere near enough of a statement to convey the 

(often complex, often implicit) ideas I will be dealing with.  The test card in this instance is used no 

for the purposes of reproduction, or even as signifier: the context is key. 

   Meanwhile, I have the added (and a little unusual) onus of incorporating areas of fine art other than 

painting into the piece, which is a something of a knife edge in that this can either make or destroy the 

piece.  Furthermore, these are those areas of Fine Art which hitherto I have been ill at ease with.  To 

wit, photography (because I have always previously been of the opinion that photography is a poor 

man’s artistic medium, given its relative instantaneous nature) and sculpture (because I’m just not 

very good at it).  To force a medium onto a project when that medium is not necessarily suited to the 

project itself is artistic suicide, so jamming all of these disciplines into one piece was the first (and 

least surmountable) obstacle. 

 

To begin with, the basic idea of the test card began, as is usually the case, with a basic image on 

paper.  I had decided to present the test card as a repeated image in the form of a wall (the Berlin Wall 

was for some reason in my head when I conceived this).  This gave me the opportunity to complicate 

matters for myself (and complicating things is something of a hobby for me) by drawing the wall / 

repeating test card at a sideways, retreating angle.  Were this a painting of a common-or-garden brick 

wall then there would have been no problem whatsoever, but the thing about the test card is its precise 

geometry.  I mentioned before that Fine Art provided the chance to let matters of precision take more 

of a back seat than the rigid expectations of Graphic Design, but the test card is still the test card, and 

to make the image work in any way as a signifier it would have to bear much more than a passing 

resemblance to the source material, and to this end most (if certainly not all) of its geometry would 

have to be painted as close to precisely as I could manage.  I am not one for precision, as I have said 

on more than one occasion.  Presenting the test card precisely was always going to be a daunting task 

for me, even if I painted it dead-on. 

   I needed a visual guide, and luckily I had the means to provide myself with one: any graphics 

program on a computer will have the basic functions of 3D graphics, and all that was required here 

was to open a downloaded image of the test card in such a program and use a 3D filter. 

   So from this it was fairly straight-forward: get the basic geometry as close to the source image as 

possible.  When it comes to this sort of thing, as long as the precision is there at the very beginning, 

one can loosen up a little as the drawing or painting progresses, which is what I did (and do) without 

thinking.  I am the sort of painter who cannot keep up strict accuracy throughout a piece of work – 

somewhere after the initial layout comes a point where I just get too impatient with trying to keep the 

image precise and a rebellious streak kicks in.  So, after the first sheet of A1 paper had been filed with 

all the little precise details and it was time to carry the drawing on over to another sheet of A1 paper 

the reigns began to slip. 

   The issue of paper was another interesting, and vital, detail.  Over the course of the last two-plus 

years I have used paper almost exclusively, for the very simple reason that it is more practical for my 

purposes (and this ties in with those practices when it comes to painting of beginning with a smaller 

image and expanding on the image until I have used ten sheets of A1 paper (as was the case with The 

Banality of Evil) or twelve sheets of A1 paper (as was ultimately the case here).  Paper is also far 

more convenient in terms of conveyance, which is something absolutely crucial for me, as I produce 

most of my work at home in the wee hours of the night.  If I committed myself to a canvas of that size 

then I would have the devil of a problem getting it back-and-forth between home and college, but 

using paper eliminates this problem as the painting can be reduced to its constituent parts and carried 

in an A1 folder to be re-assembled at the other end and mounted upon whatever medium I choose (last 

year I used foamcore, which served my purposes very well). 

   There is quite some snobbery when it comes to using paper.  It is a cheaper material, less durable 

and has none of the professional aspects of using a canvas.  But in this day and age, snobbery has 



been called into question a little more and using paper is marginally more acceptable as a basis for a 

painting than it would have been fifty years ago.  In any event, when one uses as many layers of paint 

as I do then it begins to become less relevant which medium one has chosen, as there comes a point in 

the process when the piece is not so much paint on paper as paper on paint.  There is a cut-off point 

(usually after the tenth layer or alteration) where the paper becomes a material which was originally 

there to keep the paint it one place. 

   Having said all of this, Unfinished Business, for me, also represents unfinished business with paper, 

and this unfinished business is the business of me saying goodbye to it.  Yes, there is quite some 

snobbery still prevalent concerning the usage of paper.  Yes, it is absolutely in my nature to kick 

against this snobbery and use it primarily to spite the consensual attitudes towards artistic 

presentation.  But (and this “but” is key if I am to get anywhere in the art world), if I am ever to 

become accepted, respected or make any sort of living with my work I have to buckle somewhere, and 

paper is the area where I shall have to buckle.  There is very little value placed upon paper, in any sort 

of context.  It has negligible durability, diminutive aesthetic appeal and is worth practically nothing in 

its state as a blank sheet or its painted surface.  Yet there again (and I am conscious that I keep 

doubling back on myself), paper is for this very reason the ideal surface for the modern age, and is 

practically an artistic statement in and of itself.  It speaks volumes about the value placed upon 

permanence in modern culture: nothing is made to last these days.  Music film and even literature are 

mass-produced on disposable formats (plastic and paper have been superseded by digital files to be 

deleted on the merest whim), and the latest “best such-and-such ever” (to employ a contemporary 

parlance) is very soon forgotten about.  It seems to me that nothing is judged on its actual worth 

anymore, but rather than the instantaneous gratification it provides, and of course (and again here I 

cite Mr Virilio) the length of time between a thing being au currant and it being yesterday’s leftovers 

is becoming shorter and shorter.  This constant hunger for newness is often tempered with what I can 

at best describe as a confused clamour for authenticity.  That is, this ever-prevalent misguided parade 

of “retro” things – often a generation which is far too young to know the actual worth or vitality of a 

thing (oh, yes…the Ramones t-shirt sits very conveniently at the top of that pile) which, due to the 

constant barrage of mindless twaddle it has to endure in its own contemporaneity knows, deep in its 

bones, that things were actually more exciting and had more intelligence and wit to them in the days 

before its birth.  But, there reference points are just as confused as they are because, thanks to the 

corporate nature of the media machines, these later generations are pointed towards the past cultural 

phenomena which the media machines actually have a vested financial interest in.  Short of a 

complete political overhaul which sees capitalism replaced by something sensible, there can be no 

change in this state of affairs. 

   So, that is where I am at with the paper situation: I know I have to buckle, but there is something 

about its convenience and the message I want to give to the world which makes me think that I 

shouldn’t.  I am in a small army of one, though.  Nobody wants to hear the bitter ramblings of an old 

man who does little other than bemoan the state of modern culture, and the last thing I want to be is 

the boring old fart who can’t stop harping on about the past.  But, damn it, there is absolutely nothing 

on this world that makes me so venomous with ire as the ignorance of the young when it comes to the 

music they listen to, the films they watch and the language they use.  My use of paper says all of this, 

in a roundabout way.  Paper is looked down upon as a medium, yet so much of our modern culture is 

actually far more disposable than paper. 

   In the future, I think MDF is more suited insofar as professionalism in my presentation is concerned.  

I could, of course, be very traditional and work with canvas, but there is something about the 

preparation of the canvas (the building of the frame, the stretching of the canvas itself) which jars 

with my impatience as a painter.  This impatience is something else I need to address, but for now 

MDF is the happy medium between paper and canvas, and also says nearly as much about my feelings 

towards culture as paper does.  Medium density fibreboard is a relatively new material, which is better 

suited to artistic endeavour than wood, due to its isotropic nature – meaning that all the weight is 



distributed evenly throughout the sheet and there will be no tendency to split because the uneven grain 

of the wood has been removed in the binding process. 

   In any event, this is my final painting upon paper.  I have been known to go back on my word 

concerning my practices in the past, but after all these years it genuinely is time to bid the medium 

farewell as a painted surface. 

   Anyway, the initial mark-making process only lasted for the first sheet of A1.  As soon as the basic 

outlines were there I began to fill them all in with the corresponding colours, colours which were 

mixed approximately (getting the precise tones takes far too long, and is very rarely absolutely 

necessary).  I have said many times that I much prefer to evoke and imply than be explicit with my 

references, which does not always turn out to be the case, but wherever I can I choose a vague 

reference over a straight representation.  So, the colours were never meant to be totally accurate.  This 

was particularly true of the various colours around the edges of the test card, which even if I chose to 

spend the amount of time getting the tones right would not have worked because of the luminance of 

the source material.  Standard acrylic paint has no day glo qualities, and the next best thing here is to 

use some of the acrylics used in screen printing which have different binders, which in turn create a 

brighter tone.  Where a green or yellow was particularly bright on the source image this was 

expressed by using a slightly lighter green or yellow, and that is practically all one needs to recreate 

the brighter qualities of the image for this sort of painting.  This is not photography, nor is it 

photorealism.  Painting never needed to be a precise representation for me, and I have always 

regarded attempts at perfect representation with a species of disregard as these attempts nearly always 

miss the point of painting entirely.  Of course, I rule out the likes of Chuck Close from this, as there is 

a greater reasoning for their precision, and the Old Masters had very different reasons for depicting 

their subject matter as accurately as possible (execution was usually the alternative for them).  

Painting, for me, has always been about creation rather than recreation.  It exists for me to create a 

snapshot of a world which does not, or could not exist.  But could the image I am painting exist in the 

real world?  Conceivably, if enough time and money were to spent in recreating the scene, but only a 

madman would put together such a scenario.  To begin with, there is a wall which consists of three 

BBC test cards.  The wall, in turn is in front of a piece of Brutalist architecture from the 1960s, 

painted in way which echoes the German Expressionist school (all angles and shadow).  The 

pavement is at an angle which would never exist outside of some fantastical mise en scene, and the 

pavement leads on to a road which is made up of the iconic hotel carpet from Kubrick’s The Shining.  

Facing the wall on the other side of the painting is a huge video screen taken from Ridley Scott’s one 

good film, Blade Runner.  If anyone were to create this scenario in the real world, then that 

hypothetical anyone would have to spend millions and put a taskforce of hundreds to work.  Quite 

simply, it would never happen. 

   What was I thinking?  Truly a question I have asked on many an occasion, but in all seriousness, 

what is my thinking behind all of this?  For a start, I wanted to use the test card as a starting point for 

the painting, rather than have it be the main focal point.  There were so many directions I could have 

taken this that it might seem like an easy choice, or even a cop-out, to use elements of cinematic 

history as referents around the test card.  But using such imagery is perhaps my way of “letting go”, as 

it were, of direct image references, particularly of the cinematic variety.  I need to stop relying on 

primary images as reference points, and start to create my own primary images, otherwise I’ll never 

be any better than the great many who lazily Photoshop film stills or add inane text to otherwise 

innocent iconography.  For the here and now, and until I have taken that bold step, the references I 

have made in this painting serve my purposes well: they are relevant enough to work within my 

themes whilst being subtle enough not to turn the painting into a blunt object as a statement.  What are 

the references precisely, and why have I used them?  Glad you asked… 

 

The Exorcist (1973) Dir. William Friedkin. 

 



Everyone knows the story of The Exorcist, and almost as many know the story of its reputation as one 

of the most disturbing horror films ever.  Although mild by today’s standards, the film was banned 

from general release in the UK for the best part of twenty years.  I first heard of this at a young age 

thanks to my Brother (who had managed to catch a screening in town) filling my head with all manner 

of darkness regarding the young girl’s demonic plight.  Ripped off and cheapened into oblivion, the 

film nonetheless retains a certain regard more than forty years later, and its influence and effect over 

the years are without question.  The shot I used is of the demon itself, which gets approximately half-

a-second’s screen time throughout the whole production.  It is seen in almost subliminal snatches to 

catch the viewer off guard.  More than anything else by far contained in the film, this is the image 

which has stayed with me over the years thanks to the pause button used on a pirated VHS. 

 

Manhunter (1986) Dir. Michael Mann 

 

This one is far more subtle and addresses not so much the corruption of young minds as it serves as 

implicit commentary on the second-generation reboot found so often in film making.  This “softening 

of the edges” is something I have gone on about at length elsewhere, but in this context it refers 

exclusively to the media and its increasingly kid gloves approach to the way it expresses information.  

All things are now pre-packaged in such a manner that we are getting all of the facts and none of the 

flavour.  Young minds are not being given the opportunity to do any real work, and the collective 

imagination is becoming lazier and lazier.  Manhunter was psychological terror at its peak, shot 

through the lens of a tinted 1980s filter.  Will Graham is broken in the 1986 original, whereas the Will 

Graham of the remake (Red Dragon) would not have been out of place on Press Gang (and there was 

1980s horror).  Tom Noonan’s Francis Dolarhyde is understated, soft-spoken and utterly captivating 

while Ralph Fiennes’s Dolarhyde is stiff, ineffectual and very little more than a fourth-rate Norman 

Bates.  Brian Cox also does the best Hannibal Lector (or Lektor as it is spelled here) of them all.  In 

the remake the most intimidating thing about Anthony Hopkins’ return as the good doctor is the 

atrocious pony-tail he sports at the beginning.  I fully expect a re-remake of this within the next five-

to-ten years with Elijah Wood as either Graham, Dolarhyde or Lektor.  Fun. 

 

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) Dir. Stanley Kubrick 

 

According to some, the greatest science fiction film of all time.  According to others, the most 

beautiful piece of cinema ever.  Like all of Kubrick’s work, the director left 2001 open-ended to a 

degree, inviting myriad interpretations of his themes.  This is chosen by me because of its 

evolutionary motif throughout: that iconic black monolith is seen in all stages of the film from the 

apes to the dying astronaut, and the astral foetus is the ideal reference point for this painting.  The film 

is a constant reminder of where we were, where we are now and where we are going. 

 

The Shining (1980) Dir. Stanley Kubrick 

 

Another Kubrick film which has been subjected to even more scrutiny, interpretation and 

misinterpretation than the one above.  Anyone who has seen Room 237 will be fully aware of the 

lunacy which has attached itself to Kubrick’s take on Stephen King’s novel.  Jack Torrance plays a 

psychic back-and-forth with his son which eventually resolves itself into full-blown violence, 

schizophrenia and all-round bloodshed.  There are many reasons why The Shining is a good reference 

point for my painting: Torrance is a recovering alcoholic, which echoes the problems my Mother went 

through when I was growing up and, although nowhere near the same situation (obviously), the 

mental trauma caused by alcoholism can be utterly devastating, particularly when one is very young 

and impressionable. 

   The father-and-son motif too is interesting.  Here, Kubrick has turned the whole concept on its head 

and suggested (according to some of the less wild interpretations) that the father is the son, which has 



its basis in Jung and Freud and the Oedipal Complex.  I am unconvinced of this latter theory, although 

the last quarter-or-so of the film where Torrance is trying to murder the son is something which 

strikes a very uncomfortable chord to all fathers who have raised a problem child.  Perhaps I have said 

too much… 

   Nonetheless the hotel carpet, which has become almost like a tertiary character in and of itself, is 

where I chose to reference this film.  It requires that the viewer has at least a passing familiarity with 

The Shining, which is something that I quite like: if anyone seeing the painting has no such familiarity 

then the image of the pattern might look a little out-of-place or even surrealist.  I am more than happy 

to cause this.  There are few things worse in the visual arts than a piece of work which lays everything 

out on the table and explains it all to the beholder.  When all the answers are supplied at first glance 

then this debases the very meaning of art itself. 

 

Blade Runner (1982) Dir. Ridley Scott 

 

In this film noir dystopia, Carlo Collodi’s  Pinocchio is turned on its head.  The puppets have been 

created far too close to man’s image and as a result go renegade in their hunt for Gepetto.  The 

puppets are in turn hunted down, resulting in a beautiful end scene where the very nature of humanity 

and our mortality is called into question. 

   At first glance, this choice may have been more suited to last year’s Final Major Project: the puppets 

(or replicants) are projections of humanity projected so well that the lines are blurred unrecognisably.  

Where is the “reality” in the Twenty-First Century, and what is the defining standard of that reality?  

Virtual realms are accorded nearly as much regard in terms of permanence (social media is king, 

whereas primary social interaction has become devalued).  Scratch the surface of this, though, and 

Blade Runner has at its core childhood as its unspoken theme.  Watch the film again.  Where are the 

children?  I’ve seen it an unhealthy amount of times and I cannot recall seeing one person younger 

than Rachael (Deckard’s replicant love interest) in the whole thing.  Are the replicants the children?  

If so, then this makes Blade Runner (and, by definition, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? – 

Blade Runner’s K. Dick-penned source material) massively oedipal: the children are amok and out to 

kill their father. 

   Blade Runner is teeming with ambiguity.  Which characters are human and which characters are 

replicants is something which Scott has left decidedly open-ended, even after thirty-three years and 

seven differing versions of the film.  Eyes are a recurring motif, as are manipulated images, calling 

into question reality and our ability to accurately perceive and remember it.  These two motifs 

(ambiguity and reality) are also key in much of my work.  My painting generally – and this painting in 

particular – draws its strength from holding back its resolution.  The cut of its jib is deliberately left 

uncertain, and this is a thing which I mean to carry on throughout my future work. 

 

Le Voyage dans la Lune (A Trip to the Moon) (1902) Dir. Georges Méliès 

 

Perhaps the least pertinent of my choices for film references within the painting, the inclusion of the 

highly iconic face of the moon from Méliès’ equally iconic silent film fulfils the role previously 

played by the inclusion of R2-D2 in The Banality of Evil: to wit, whimsy. 

   A last minute addition to the composition, this nod to French silent cinema serves little purpose 

other than to catch the eye of those who recognise the image.  Which is not to say that painting the 

moon (and that would be an ambition!) was a thoughtless exercise: the painting needed a circular 

object to give balance to the overall “squareness” of the composition.  All throughout there are cubic 

objects, whether from the test card or its components, from the Brutalist architecture of the building in 

the background or even in the hexagonal shapes of the carpet motif.  The moon also serves to 

compliment the paintings only other circular features – the central test card images.  In theory, the 

three circular centres along the three test cards and the circle of the moon superjacent to these form 

the basis of the additional geometric structure of the triangle.  If followed through logically, I would 



have had five additional circular objects along the centre of the carpet to form the five-three-one 

triangular structure.  This, perhaps, would have been a little too specious and, in amongst the 

painting’s other visual stimuli, unnecessary. 

 

These choices more than likely seem a trifle obvious, especially when one considers how oblique I 

like to make my references as a rule.  The truth is, I fought myself for a good couple of weeks over 

what I should include in the painting.  There were a lot of choices which struck me as more suitable to 

the themes of childhood, childhood’s perversion and the darkness a child perceives from the adult 

world.  For instance…. 

 

The Tin Drum (Die Blechtrommel) (1979) Dir. Volker Schlöndorff 

 

One of the very first impulses when it came to choosing imagery was to find a place in the painting 

was to find a place for little Oskar Matzerath, the young protagonist of Gunter Grass’ most celebrated 

novel.  However, there are times when a film offers little in the way of a suitable shot for painting, 

and by this I mean that, although the themes, characters, ideas and settings may well be ideal for a 

painting’s subject matter, the cold, hard truth when re-watching a film for anything which strikes a 

visual chord can be fruitless.  Sometimes the actors are not posed in such-and0such a way that fits in 

with the composition of the painting. 

   It is true that these days such reasoning can be specious (what with digital technology offering all 

manner of jiggery-pokery, ranging from image-mirroring to absolute kaleidoscopic madness), and if I 

truly wanted to use the film as a reference point there was nothing reasonably preventing me from 

adapting the image of Oskar (masterfully played by a young David Bennent), there was another 

problem.  Although most European cinema deals in long-shots and a minimum of cuts in scenes, 

Volker Schlöndorff barely distances himself from the western cinematic tradition on more than a few 

occasions during the film’s 142 minutes running time, and close-up shots would never work with this 

painting, as the composition is seen from a raised vantage point and the street below is going upwards 

at an awkward angle – there was literally nowhere for me to place little Oskar Matzerath, with or 

without his red-and-white- tin drum. 

   Another little problem: I had already used The Tin Drum, albeit in its original literary form.  When I 

was sliding book onto the book-spike-kebab construction, Gunter Grass’ novel was the last on, 

making it the book right at the top.  Obviously, there were some conscious decisions when placing the 

books on the spike, based on the book’s relevance.  Paul Auster’s Mr Vertigo was high up, as was 

Angela Carter’s Wise Children. 

 

Blue Remembered Hills (1979) Dir. Brian Gibson 

 

Dennis Potter’s run on the BBC’s Play for Today series was nothing short of phenomenal.  Another 

literary piece of film, this one comes at my themes from an upside down angle, in that it centres 

around a group of adults who, for whatever reason (and that reason is very cleverly never revealed) 

act like eight-year-olds.   

   Blue Remembered Hills in its Dennis Potter format would never have travelled very far from the 

UK in terms of translation.  The broad Gloucestershire dialects of the characters are rooted firmly in 

“bumpkin” colloquialisms, making for a very dense dialogue, even for those in Britain. 

   Again, I faced the same problem when considering this film for inclusion.  The angles were all 

wrong, plus even I balked at the prospect of transposing imagery of the Forest of Dean onto an urban 

setting. 

 

The White Ribbon (2009) Dir. Michael Haneke 

 



Hands down Michael Haneke’s most accomplished and captivating work.  Das weiße Band, Eine 

deutsche Kindergeschichte (literally, "The White Ribbon, a German Children's Story") is shrouded in 

allegory and mysticism.  If I had to compare The White Ribbon to any mainstream film (knowing that 

doing so would be pure folly), then it would be Children of the Corn.  But here Haneke never gives 

away any answers (which, as I just may have pointed out once or twice already, is the secret to truly 

captivating art), but allows the viewer to reach their own uncomfortable conclusions.   

   In hindsight, I really should have referenced this film, and if I had my druthers I more than likely 

would go back and paint Some Mild Peril again, just to include it.  But here is yet another problem 

with referencing a film such as this – all of the drama comes from the characters and their actions.  

Directors like Michael Haneke very rarely rely on visual icons to stand in for any unspoken element, 

and the thing about my painting is, well…there is nobody in it.  Certainly, the images are there from a 

few films, but that really is all they are.  For all the viewer knows (and I would concur with them on 

this) the three circular centres of the three test cards contain nothing more than projections of the films 

they are referencing.  The painting is barren of human life.  The only way I can think of achieving the 

inclusion of The White Ribbon is to paint in a scene from the film as another projection, perhaps 

projected upon the front of the Brutalist building, which I can reveal at this point to be an old council 

high-rise in the Queensway area of London (which in turn is standing in here for any one of the 

similar high-rises which used to captivate me [the small boy from the village twelve miles away from 

urban life] when I caught glimpses of them from the seat on the rickety old bus which used to carry 

me with whatever guardian was with me at the time on a visit to the city).  This fourth projection (not 

counting the Blade Runner image, as that is a video screen in the film) would look like a latter-day 

interpretation of Cinema Paradiso, which would not be a bad thing. 

 

Valerie and Her Week of Wonders (1970) Dir. Jaromil Jires 

 

A slice of quasi-surrealist beauty from the Czech new wave, Jaromil Jires blends elements of Alice in 

Wonderland, Little Red Riding Hood and Dracula in this tale of innocence and sexual awakening.  

Had I been thinking, I would possibly have painted a dead ferret somewhere in front of the test card. 

   Last year I produced a digital mock poster for this film, which is as close as I have ever come to 

using it in my work.  For shame. 

 

The 400 Blows (‘Les Quatre Cents Coups’) (1959) Dir. François Truffaut 

 

In all fairness, I have used this film for one of my drawings.  This milestone of French cinema is an 

obvious reference point, but the scenes where Antoine Doinel and his fellow class-bunker caper 

around the streets of Paris would have made for some nice painting opportunities. 

 

The Red Balloon (‘Le ballon rouge’) (1956) Dir. Albert Lamorisse 

 

Another opportunity to paint a youngster gallivanting along Paris’ streets, this short film delightfully 

and simply tells the story of a young boy who finds a balloon, chases it, is chased by it, takes it home 

and finally loses it amidst a flurry of hundreds of other balloons.  It really is that simple. 

   For a while I was moments away from painting in the (nameless) boy running up the pavement in 

front of the test card, until I had to hold back because the clothes the boy s wearing (uniformly grey) 

were the precise same grey as the test card.  Even I would not have been foolish enough to paint grey 

on grey and expect good things to come of it. 

 

But, all in all, I could go on ad infinitum about the references I could have made, and why I ultimately 

chose not to use them.  For better or for worse, the painting is finished (or as close to finished as my 

paintings ever are), and my decisions have been made.  I stand by them, as is my responsibility to do 

so. 



   The films I have used say the things I wanted to say.  Perhaps this does not translate well for the 

casual observer, but for the moment I have the luxury (while I am not earning a single crust from my 

endeavours anyway) of not worrying about other peoples’ perceptions of my work. 

 

I’ll return to the painting shortly, but all this talk of film makes this the ideal time for me to speak of 

the video element of the project.  Some Mild Video (and that motif will shortly become annoying) 

consists of short segments of film,, television, original video and still images arranged into what I like 

to think of as an anti-narrative.  This anti-narrative perpetually contrasts signifiers of childhood 

innocence with darker, more sinister imagery which never stops breaking down that innocence.  Work 

of this kind is, I suppose, a branch of the uncanny – that artistic construction which jars with our 

innate sense of that which is pure and that which is defiled, perverted or broken in some way.  In any 

event, the video’s component parts run as follows: 

 

Ten Minutes Older (1978) Dir. Herz Frank 

 

This unspoken classic of short, experimental documentary film will more than likely not be 

recognised by most who see my video.  I like this.  An audience of young children sit watching a 

moving image on a screen.  What imagery they are seeing is neither revealed nor important.  Over the 

course of ten minutes we see the full range of emotions fall over the faces of the children.  Small 

bursts of this short film appear throughout my video, as one constant reminder of the presence of 

children in an adult environment, always soaking up information which they do not fully understand, 

and which will ultimately play a part in shaping their adulthood. 

 

Faust (‘Faust: Eine deutsche Volkssage’) (1926) Dir. F.W. Murnau 

 

F.W. Murnau’s adaptation of Goethe’s tale good-old soul-selling and the tug-of-war between God and 

Satan over the ownership of Faust’s soul probably merited more than the few seconds of 

comparatively empty footage I granted it.  But the one scene I chose – edited carefully so as not to 

include Faust himself entering the scene – is perfect Expressionism.  That isn’t a real hill one is 

looking at, nor is it a real tree.  But it doesn’t half give off atmosphere. 

 

The Gold Spider (‘L'araignée d'or’) (1908) Dir. Segundo de Chomón 

 

An incredibly early example of Spanish silent cinema.  The film follows four diminutives as they take 

a stroll through the forest. In a pond of water, the gnomes pick up a golden spider who has special and 

profit-making abilities. They take him to their cave where the arachnid weaves gold ingots.  All of 

which has precisely zero to do with the themes I am dealing with, but the image of the spider in its 

web provided an opportunity to suggest some of the subject matter of what the children may be 

watching during Ten Minutes Older. 

   Here I begin to play around with video filters.  The kaleidoscopic effect takes nothing away from 

the fact that we are looking at a spider, but it does offer a pleasing element of distortion to what would 

otherwise have been a straight cut. 

 

Rainbow (1972-1991) / The Hands of Orlac (‘Orlacs Hände’) (1924) Dir. Robert Wiene 

 

Very loose usage of film sources here.  Originally I nabbed some footage of an old episode of 

Rainbow from YouTube and focused on one scene where Zippy is sat at the long desk with George.  

This footage on its own wasn’t much use without a context, so to this end I ran it through a filtering 

process of turning it greyscale, turning the greyscale blue, posterizing the scene, inverting it to a 

negative image and finally mirroring it vertically.  This split the scene down the middle and created 

two zippy’s and two George’s (George turning sporadically into an amorphous blob, a la Rorschach).  



This was appropriate in that using this process always speaks of the duality personality, something 

which is used an awful lot in literature and film. 

   I decided not to use the scene per se, but rather a still capture of it (after the kaleidoscopic filters of 

Ten Minutes Older and The Gold Spider using another similar method would have been stretching the 

theme a little).  This still capture I interspersed with an intertitle I captured from The Hands of Orlac, 

another piece of German Expressionist cinema which deals with that age-old problem of losing one’s 

hands in an accident, having new ones grafted on, only to discover afterwards that those new hands 

were once attached to a crazed murderer (I know I have struggled with that issue over the years).  No 

actual footage of The Hands of Orlac was used other than the intertitle (which is not an original 

intertitle anyway, as the original would have been in German, funnily enough).   

   The phrase “Don’t touch me…your hands hurt…like the hands of a killer…” flashes on and off in 

tandem with the still image of Zippy in conversation with his doppelganger.  Dualism and the 

uncanny meet and it only takes up four seconds of screen time. 

 

Triumph of the Will (‘Triumph des Willens’) (1935) Dir. Leni Riefenstahl 

 

The most notorious propaganda film of all time runs here for just over two seconds in a highly 

contorted way.  Originally I projected the film through one of my sculptural piece, leaving the shadow 

block in the shape of a human head with three bars running through it.  This I then photographed 

using an f-stop of around f/8 (my usual f-stop of choice).  These photographs I then took away and 

turned into a moving image in its own right, again using the Movavi bargain basement video suite.  

One can just – if one pays attention – make out the image of Hitler as it fades into an image of a 

member of his Hitler Youth in close-up.  Triumph of the Will is literal propaganda, which I have then 

taken two images from to speak about the propaganda of prestige on the young.  That’s actually quite 

clever, for me. 

 

Generic footage of Punch and Judy / Volchok (2009) Dir. Vasiliy Sigarev 

 

No other nation delivers bleak, harsh nihilism quite like the Russians.  A mother who regrets 

motherhood and resents her daughter because of this brings back a string of lovers, disappears for 

protracted lengths of time and leaves her daughter in the care of her put-upon grandmother.  There is 

no love in Volchok, not even a hint of a familial bond. 

   One scene in particular, that of the daughter peeking through a crack in a wall, served my purposes 

here sandwiched between two halves of a split clip taken from a public Punch and Judy performance.  

Just before the troubled marionettes begin to throw their baby back and forth between one another, I 

cut to the scene from Volchok.  The child is watching, about to witness an act of child abuse. 

 

Brimstone and Treacle (1976) Dir. Barry Davis 

 

Dennis Potter again in sneeringly fine form in this Play for Today which deals with all manner of 

insalubrious subject matter, not least of which is Denholm Elliot’s character’s  

bigotry, racism, sexism and latent National Front membership.  His daughter is bed-ridden in the 

front-room as a result of a car accident, when Elliot meets a stranger on the street who manipulates his 

way into the household.  As is clear from the outset this stranger, calling himself Martin, is none other 

than Old Nick himself, and eventually rapes the bed-ridden daughter before fleeing into the night.   

   This being Dennis Potter, Brimstone and Treacle’s resolution is never simple.  Just before the 

credits roll we see the daughter awaken from her mental stupor, apparently as a result of her assault.  

Is Potter trying to suggest that a positive outcome from a negative incident somehow negates the 

violence of that incident?  All is left for the viewer to trouble themselves over. 

   The red tint of the clip I have used is, for once, entirely not my doing – the segment was broadcast 

with the filter in place, which happily (or perhaps not) leads smoothly into…. 



 

Button Moon (1980 – 1988) 

 

Much-loved at the time (not least by myself) and fondly remembered since, Button Moon has become 

the stuff of all those tedious 80’s nostalgia trips one sees on Channel Four, if one is unlucky. 

   A blood-red chromatic filter adds a certain something to the tone of the footage of Mr Spoon’s 

baked bean tin rocket landing and evacuating the surface of the giant button.  And, yes, I really did 

say that. 

 

 

A vintage clip from Bill and Ben is then slowed down considerably to show the jerky marionette 

movements.  This tiny fragment means nothing much more than that.  This then segues into the final 

few seconds from the 1978 Armchair Thriller adaptation of Antonia Fraser’s Quiet as a Nun.  The 

Nun is rocking back and forth in the attic.  She also has no face.  I can think of very few things more 

disturbing, or more likely to destroy a young mind forever than this image. 

 

Persona (1966) Dir. Ingmar Bergman 

 

Five shots are used here from Bergman’s classic take on the interdependency of the id and the ego.  

Shot one: a tarantula crawls over the screen (cut to another flash of Ten Minutes Older. The child is 

alarmed, and rightly so).  Shot two: the hand of a dead body lies limp over the edge of its mortuary 

table.  Shot three: the corpse’s face is revealed – it is an old woman.  Shot four: the corpse’s eyes 

open.  They are almost black.  Shot five: a young boy caresses a projected screen featuring one face 

blurring into another (this shot takes longer than on my video.  I had to speed it up for the sake of 

pace).  This shot then turns to a second clip from Volchok, in which the daughter dips her finger into a 

puddle of milk with some of her mother’s latest lover’s blood mixed in.  The daughter has just thrown 

a glass bottle of milk from wardrobe’s height onto said lover’s head in a half-hearted, last-ditch 

attempt to protect her mother.  Shards of the glass bottle float around in the puddle. 

   We then blend into… 

 

The Shining (1980) Dir. Stanley Kubrick 

 

I know I used the fact that I had used certain films elsewhere in my work as excuses for not including 

them in my painting, and that the secondary inclusion of The Shining here may come across as double 

standards, but the scene I have used has special dispensation due to the fact that I can vividly 

remember it from my childhood.  What my parents were thinking allowing me to be in the same room 

when this film was on I have no idea.  In fact, these days it is comparable to me sitting Alfie down 

and making him watch A Serbian Film.  Sheer madness, and possibly a clue to my later problems in 

adult life.  A terrified Wendy Torrance ascends the hotel staircase, knife in hand, only to find a giant 

teddy bear with its head in a man’s crotch.  Both turn to face Wendy and Kubrick, lightning fast, 

zooms in on the scene.  For added chills I ran the clip through a chroma red filter. 

   I also used this clip for one of my projections in photography, both in the state I present it here and 

with a kaleidoscope filter.  Both were hugely effective when using that magical f/8 shutter speed. 

 

Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975) Dir. Peter Weir 

 

Three Australian students inexplicably go missing in 1900 Victoria.  I have used the scene in which 

said students up and walk into the rocks, interspersed with still images I took of a Mitchell and 

Kenyon street scene, passed through so many filters it probably doesn’t now even qualify as such.  

What is interesting here is the suggestion (the merest suggestion) that the three schoolgirls have 

somehow passed through on to the street scene I have projected.  The period dress certainly tallies 



with this idea.  And the effect on those Edwardian figures from Mitchell and Kenyon’s early films 

after I have used posterize, invert, threshold and kaleidoscope filters…it’s ghostly, surreal and more 

than a little threatening.  It is also why I used one of the images for the cover of this journal. 

   We then fade to… 

 

The Spirit of the Beehive (1973) Dir. Víctor Erice 

 

A young girl is traumatized after watching James Whale’s adaptation of Frankenstein on the big 

screen.  This film is absolutely ideal for this reason alone, leave alone the social commentary made 

possible by the very notion of anybody being affected in this way by Frankenstein in the modern age.   

   It should also go without saying that I enjoy the idea of projecting this video with this scene, which 

is itself a projection of a specific scene.  This process can go on nearly endlessly, and is something I 

played around with for the (largely) unused video element of You Men and Your Holocausts over a 

year ago.  Again, we see the reactions of the audience and again the suggestion has been made that the 

voyeuristic nature of cinema, although sometimes frightening, can be impossible for the viewer to 

turn their eyes from. 

 

Here the video ends abruptly.  I could have tacked more footage on and kept adding this, but I really 

would have been labouring the point if a carried on any further.  When a film ends so abruptly there is 

always an ambiguity as to the reason for its cessation.  Is it a technical fault?  Did whoever made the 

film run into some kind of trouble?  I like this unanswered question, as it lends itself well to other 

similar ambiguities I deliberately scatter throughout my work. 

   A word or two must be said here of the audio track, which was chosen nearly as carefully as the 

visual track.  To begin with, as the first ten seconds-or-so of Ten Minutes Older start the video, the 

audio is left as it is: some low-level classical music is heard, possibly coming from the film the 

children are watching, but as soon as the scene from Faust kicks in I begin to overlay an audio track I 

recorded by using Microsoft’s in-built audio narration (for the visually impaired) to say a very short 

written piece I put together early on in the project: 

 

I call him the Spectre.  I imagine him to be a gestalt projection of all my lineage condensed into a 

single, faceless .gif file.  

    I can only speculate on his mode of language as he has uttered not a single word in all of these 

years, but perhaps his lexicon would contain peculiarities of Elizabethan, Edwardian and present-day 

dialectics all at the same time.   

   He is Bauman’s Stranger realised as fairy-tale “other,” and apparently ungoverned by any State-

appointed moral compass.  Polemics do not apply here. 

   He is Hogg’s Gil-Martin and lurks in the shadow of accountability. 

   He is the phantom who does not run to your assistance to help you when you are being raped. 

   He is the medium by which images of your sleeping baby are broadcast from Russian websites. 

   He is the pixelated permutation of collective memory. 

  

This generic Microsoft voice sounded better slowed down to just over half-speed, as regular speed 

sounded too “corporate”, if that can be interpreted as a vocal intonation.  There was just something 

too flat and free of any sort of humanity, which granted may have worked if a lack of humanity were 

an element I chose to explore this time around, but that wasn’t quite what I was after.  I needed 

something with just a hint of menace in its voice, and slowing down this female robot woman seemed 

to work the trick.  It also helped that I recorded the voice from the laptop onto my tablet (like the way 

we used to record songs off of the radio before we had stereo systems that recorded directly), giving 

the recording a distance, or an echo.  I had some trouble persuading the woman to pronounce 

Zygmunt Bauman’s surname, though.  At first she insisted that it was “Bew-man”, then I altered the 

spelling which convinced her that it was “Bore-man.”  Several variations on the spelling later and it 



became clear to me that “Bore-man” was the closest I was going to get, which was a shame, but not 

the end of the world. 

   I very much liked the way in which the voice uttered the line “He is the phantom who does not run 

to your assistance to help you when you are being raped” just as the red-tinted clip of the rape scene 

from Brimstone and Treacle rolled, and that the line “state-appointed moral compass” synched 

perfectly with the image of Punch and Judy throwing the baby towards one another. 

  The audio track then fades into a recording of Alfie singing “Baa Baa black sheep” (aware that he is 

being recorded), which fades into the native audio track from The Shining, which then in turn fades 

back to Alfie talking utter nonsense (unaware that he is being recorded). 

   All in all, the video element is rather accomplished, in terms of the tone and content I was aiming 

for.  True, it could have been realised more originally (this is not the first time I have cobbled together 

footage from various films to achieve a certain tone), but in my defence I have never previously had 

the sort of equipment needed to record my own primary source material (and I truly dislike the shaky 

camera-phone, post-Blair Witch aesthetic, which has been done to death and says nothing much other 

than the creator simply hasn’t any better media available to realise their ideas).  Since compiling this 

video, however, I have taken delivery of my very own Canon EOS D600 – the same model as I have 

been using in college – and once the weather dries up I look forward to taking the time (or that should 

probably be having the time) to go scouting for locations and situations which will suit my future 

themes and concepts. 

 

So then, back to the painting.  Aside from the film references I have made (and I truly think that I’ve 

spoken long enough about film for one month), what other elements have been conscious (be they 

conceptual or pragmatic), and which have been more arbitrary?  The building in the background, in a 

way, ticks both of these boxes, as I knew I needed something for the background, and I knew that it 

should be something mundane (to balance the outré proposal of the test card as street wall).  I also had 

the feeling that it should be something which spoke – loosely – about my childhood, and should be 

something which was peculiar to my understanding and comprehension of the world as a young boy.  

As I have mentioned earlier, I originally came from a comparatively rural area of North 

Nottinghamshire, and it was only when I ventured into Nottingham itself that I had any contact with 

the big, wide world (interestingly enough, those ventures into the city were usually in order to go to 

the cinema).  Large concrete conurbations were like a thing from another planet to my eyes. 

   The building itself – or rather its photographic source is not in Nottingham.  The internet served me 

well in supplying me with a building which summed up how I saw large architecture when I was 

young: stark, monochrome slabs with structural elements which meant nothing to me, and which 

ignorance more than likely helped to form my feelings of urban alienation (these buildings being alien 

in nature) – is the Trellick Tower, a 1970s Brutalist slab in Golborne Road in London.  So, although 

not a literal reference to my childhood, the building is there to represent my comprehension of the 

urban environment is the early 1980s. 

   Another visual nod to how I understood my little world back then is the red telephone box.  

Although the red phone box can still be found dotted around the country, there was a time when they 

were all red (interesting fact: this last statement is true, except in the Kingston-Upon-Hull area, where 

they have always been – for a reason I cannot be bothered to look into right now – cream coloured).  

They all smelled rather grim, too, as I recall.  The phone box sits not far from an old-fashioned street 

light which when I painted it made me panic that I’d ruined the whole thing.  The light coming from 

the bulb I made yellow (because all street lights were yellow, in my memory), and so I took great joy 

in spreading plenty of watered-down yellow acrylic over the wall.  When I stood back to behold my 

work I was appalled at what I had done.  Fifteen minutes later, I had become accustomed to the effect 

and is now without doubt my favourite element of the painting.  Because I had completely let go of 

my attention to any detail I had allowed myself to truly be expressive, and this is absolutely to the 

painting’s credit. 



   This, too, is complimented by using a comb to give the paint of the pavement some texture and 

character.  All in all, not a lot has changed in my approach to painting between last year and now: this 

painting was still created from the basis of a single A1 sheet of paper and developed outwards as I 

built the ideas around it.  This is a good method, and has served me well, but in the future this same 

method could be applied to smaller segments of MDF or canvas, given my resolution to move on 

from using paper as a painted surface.  Another reasonable idea would be to carry on using paint on 

paper on a very small scale – i.e. beginning with a sheet of A4 paper and developing a sketch of a 

finished piece.  This would serve both the purpose of giving me an idea of what a painting will look 

like before committing myself to it full-scale, and in a more professional format, and also help to give 

me practice of painting in both small and large scales. 

   In terms of how I compare this painting to the work of others, nothing much has changed here, 

either.  As a rule I never think of other artists when creating a large piece of work.  Too much is at 

stake if I let the work of others influence my hand, and the worst thing I can think of would be to 

create a work which made the viewer think “that’s a bit Kippenberger,” or “this is trying to be Leon 

Kossoff.”  Before I begin a piece of work is different.  I allow myself then to think about the 

possibility of using a method used by other artists in order to achieve my ideas, but again I never think 

about wanting to make a piece of work that resembles another’s work.  And, looking at Some Mild 

Peril in its finished state, I cannot think of a single artist to compare it to.  All it looks like to me is a 

painting by me.  Perhaps everybody thinks this way: when we are accustomed to spending so much 

time with our own work – work which can take weeks (or months) to complete, we begin to see the 

image not in terms so much of a piece of art, but as something which has entered our everyday 

consciousness, part of the décor or (in some cases) something which has always been there and 

always will be.  That is certainly the way I started to feel towards the end of the painting’s creation, 

and it is always somewhat of a shock to the system when it comes time to take the painting down.  

The wall looks so bare it looks as though one wall has been removed and another put in its place. 

   Speaking of which, perhaps the least said about the state of my wall after the painting had been 

taken down the better.  It was like a work in itself, as the A1 sheets had left a gridded after-effect on 

the wall, and given that the painting had been there since last October, the paint had solidified so well 

that even an abrasive cleaner (sandpaper, in this case) was insufficient to the cause.  As luck would 

have it, though, I had an enormous tub of emulsion in the attic (which the previous occupants had left 

behind) which was the same paint they had painted the wall in the first place.  I have given the entire 

wall one thick coat, and have resolved to paint over this again with a brilliant white (or even an 

adequate white…).  After this I shall be using the wall only as a setting for my photography.  I shan’t 

be in any hurry to clean that lot up again. 

   Getting the painting into college, I found that my problems had not ended: the painting was too big 

to go anywhere other than on the wall of the stairs to the mezzanine, nowhere near where I needed it 

to be and nowhere near anywhere which could afford the viewer the chance to stand back and see the 

painting from any reasonable distance.  The best one gets is to look at it, slightly from the side from 

the bottom of the stairs, and even then one cannot see the painting in its entirety.  Last year this 

wouldn’t have been a problem as the painting would have been displayed in the Artrix, and then again 

in the corridor circumnavigating the various faculties.  Here, though, I am restricted to hanging the 

painting within my designated space, which is barely large enough to display a painting half its size.  

The other option would have been to display the painting high up under the ceiling.  Again, the 

painting is too big even for this.  So, after all those months, and after all the thought I have put into its 

creation, the painting remains on the stairs, like a cumbersome image in the home which one doesn’t 

want to see in the living room. 

 

Some Milder Painting 

 

Not quite content with wrecking the bedroom wall, there was more in the way of painting.  Three 

small sheets of MDF were commandeered from the ceramics studio, and three here was no random 



number, as I had an impulse upon seeing the sheets stacked up, to revert to my old ways and paint a 

triptych.  The only thing I knew for sure was that it would be “loud” in terms of colour, as colour had 

recently been discussed during Monday morning’s painting lesson. 

   There were many things I had not been able to squeeze into the large painting, not least of which 

was an image of the test card girl herself.  I had removed her image entirely from the test cards in the 

large painting and I thought it might be interesting to have her crop up somewhere else.  Lost, as it 

were, so it was my intention to give her the central panel of the triptych.  I had already been playing 

around briefly in Photoshop (utterly against my better judgement) with a video capture still of the test 

card girl as represented in Life on Mars, in which she turns up in Sam Tyler’s ambiguous dream 

sequences.  The test card girl as seen in Life on Mars is, more or less, the test card girl I had in my 

head from the start: deracinated, lost, sinister, almost faceless…and it was the facelessness I was 

mentally playing around with when, stumbling around Adobe’s esoteric interface for lack of 

Photoshop savvy, I turned my hand to liquefying her face using one of that programs many, many 

tools of digital trickery. 

   This same tool I had also used to (not so much manipulate but) utterly destroy the facial 

characteristics of E.T., the extra-terrestrial of my cinematic mesmerism as a five-year-old.  E.T. was 

everywhere is 1982, much the same as Return of the Jedi would also be everywhere the following 

year, and the image of his mass-appeal cuteness would automatically strike a chord with anybody of a 

similar age to myself.  Using Photoshop’s “liquefy” tool I mercilessly attacked the visage of this 

Hollywood-cuddly little bastard and turned him into a nightmare vision of Francis Bacon-cum-David 

Cronenberg proportions, whilst leaving his pudgy torso and stubby legs intact.  It was interesting to 

note that, once the facial characteristics had been removed, little remained to remind the viewer of 

E.T., which says volumes about the American film industry and its predilection for the big, soft eyes 

and smooth, easy-on-the-eye physical ideals. 

   So, E.T. on the left panel, test card girl on the central panel.  This left only one panel yet to fill with 

an idea, or iconographic referent to an eighties childhood, or a perverted look at childhood in general.  

Poltergeist was from the same era as E.T. and, like E.T. (albeit in a marginally less child-friendly 

way) deals with a youngster’s encounters and interactions with the unknown.  The “haunted” 

television set in Poltergeist is another example of a piece of scenery, or prop (or even MacGuffin, in a 

very loose sense of the term) which becomes as much a character as t those played by the human cast. 

   So those were the three panels sorted out.  Next I needed to come up with some sort of unifier, 

something to pull all three elements together without taking away their ability to work as standalone 

piece (such is my understanding of the nature of a triptych).  Given that this painting was first and 

foremost my reaction to what we had been talking in lesson about colour, that narrowed it down a 

little, and given that the images on the painting were all based in the eighties (apart from the test card 

girl, but that image was still in use right up until the latter half of that decade), it was not much of a 

creative leap for me to come up with a sort of “stretched chess-board” effect in high contrast colours.  

Reminiscent, in a way, of the sort of background one would have seen when watching Max Headroom 

(for those who can remember him), the colourisation also echoes a lot of the bright, tacky magazine 

graphics from the period.  For this to work properly I had to give the MDF sheets three coats of 

acrylic primer in order to bring the vividness of the yellows and greens, and for the corners (especially 

around the Francis Bacon-does-E.T. half of the painting) I again used the tried and trusted ink 

adumbration.  Ink has never let me down. 

   Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this painting for me is where the chess-board background 

begins to emerge to the forefront over the test card girl in the middle.  This speaks of humanity 

becoming lost in amongst data information (digital information usually being associated with the 

square, the cube or the pixel). 

   Another painting I had produced by this point was another representation of the test card, this one 

more conceptual in nature.  Since the Foundation Diploma I had been using Alfie’s old cot base as a 

board to tape me drawings and paintings to.  It occurred to me that the materials-as-idea ethos taken 

from Conceptual Art would work rather well for this project.  It also partially ticked the boxes in 



terms of a sculptural object, too, and this piece is just one of the many crossovers I have worked with 

over the course of this inaugural project.  To begin with, I had to clean down the cot base as best I 

could – two years’ worth of using the surface for painting and drawing had left it in a sorry state and, 

much like the bedroom wall, was caked thick with layer upon layer of paint. 

   Then came the task of coating the cot base with a primer.  I had precious little left in the way of 

white acrylic so I had to make a compromise by mixing in what little I had with some white emulsion 

(of which I had plenty, thanks again to the previous occupants of the flat). 

   I knew I would never be happy with the painting just being a painting of the test card.  There had to 

be some other elements to it, not just for thematic and conceptual reasons but also, truth be told, the 

image of the test card itself (especially after the little girl in the middle has been removed) is just pain 

boring.  Fortunately, the very fact that I had chosen to paint the image on Alfie’s old cot base meant 

that it had already been changed as an object from that choice alone.  It qualified as a piece of altered 

canvas painting, the discipline of choosing absolutely anything other than traditional surfaces for 

paint, thus changing the meaning of the painting by dint of the surface the artist has chosen to replace 

paper or canvas.  The Italian painter Lucio Fontana and his theories on Spatialism are good reference 

points for this way of thinking, although obviously in the modern age artists produce works on 

alternative surfaces almost without thinking in their never-ending (and some would suggest futile) 

search for the truly new image.  My choice of cot base as a surface for painting seems comparatively 

old hat in comparison with some of the more outré artistic inventions of Postmodernism and beyond. 

   After the painting in its original form had been completed I began to think about other materials to 

scatter on it (and “scatter” is the most appropriate word for how I would liberally arrange ephemera 

upon the painting’s surface).  A box of MDF cut-offs was my first port of call, as these random 

shapes, when arranged correctly, can, in and of themselves, make for some interesting pieces.  I set to 

work with my old friend Mr. Wood glue to create something “other” around the initially blank central 

circle.  Triangular pieces of MDF were arranged at an odd angle around the circle to suggest a larger 

square which to some extent frames the centre.  These I painted red, yellow, green and purple, both in 

deference to colour theory and, again, a nod to the gaudy colours from the 1980s. 

   When it came time to choosing what would be placed inside the middle circle, luck was again on 

my side for, as providence had it, I had the previous week been in a charity shop which had on display 

a broken ceramic Pierrot mask which I had little difficulty in persuading the staff that it served me just 

as well as it served their rubbish bin.  Ergo, I got the mask gratis.  This now being in my possession I 

painted it all-over white and stuck it down with wood glue, although my dissatisfaction with its 

appearance caused me to turn what modern psychologists call “wood glue mental.”  I poured the glue 

over the mask wholesale which, when dried, looked a sight more interesting than the mask sat there 

on its own.  Obviously I had glued the mask back together by then, as the week before I used said 

mask (in its broken state) in my photography session. 

   The mask was painted black, and the circle of the test card painted yellow to contrast the (still) 

white of the wood glue.  Until it is completely dry, wood glue remains white, then it turns clear.  So 

when it had dried that too was painted white, resulting in the centre of the piece resembling an inverse 

fried egg with a black head poking through it. Four cubes I had made in ceramics from plaster of Paris 

were then arranged in an equidistant rectangle around the central image, and these two I painted red, 

yellow, green and purple to compliment the triangular MDF pieces.  Having some of these colours 

remaining at my disposal and being the sort of chap who takes pleasure from splashing paint around I 

flicked the remaining paint over the test card using a paint brush. 

   There was still something missing.  The corner pieces of the test card were still blank.  I could either 

fill them in with alternating black and white stripes or I could find something three dimensional to put 

there.  Fortune truly favoured me again, because I had a selection of cassette tapes with me which I 

had ether brought in for photography or sculpture.  In any event, I then arranged these in the corners 

where the black and white rectangles should have been.  Some magnificent music it is, too: the debut 

albums from The Damned and X-Ray Spex alternated corners between Singles Going Steady by the 

Buzzcocks and (I usually find a way to reference them) The Fall and a four-song Peel Sessions tape.  



This is the stuff that helped to shape my adolescence.  There is nothing to equal it in today’s plastic, 

repetitive climate, and so this is my way of letting the younger viewer know that there (once upon a 

time) existed, in some long-forgotten world, a time when new music being created had vitality, 

intelligence (and the intelligence to not try too hard at pushing that intelligence in its audience’s 

faces).  Most of all, though, that music was just more interesting than the codswallop being slopped 

out en masse today.  This may sound like the bitter ramblings of an old man lost in a time he can 

never understand, but the truth is I have always felt this way.  Certainly since about 1994, anyway. 

   Last, and quite probably least, are two Star Wars Pez dispensers, still in their packaging.  There are 

sweets still in there, more than likely the toxic confectionary of cyanide after all these years.  All in 

all, there is not much to recommend the piece as a piece in its own right.  To hang it on a wall on its 

own would be unthinkable.  I found a use for it eventually, though, as a surface for projection. Even 

so, its existence adds little if anything to the aesthetic value of this project. 

   Considerably late in the game, and possibly unwise in terms of adding more and more to my 

(already bulging) workload, I hit upon the idea of rummaging through the attic for books.  I did this 

not on a mere whim, but in order to ascertain how many books were up there for consideration when 

it comes to thinking about the next project on the 19th of January.  But that is certainly not for here.  

What I did find, though, was a book of Edwardian family photography (bought from a charity shop 

around five years ago when I went a little unhinged with book collecting).  Some of the photographs 

within were ideal for manipulation so, using some of the colours I would also be using for sculpture – 

and, in a way echoing the colour scheme discipline of the test card – I took to desecrating the book in 

order to take its monochrome goodness.  All children in the images have been painted out in single 

colours, alternating between yellow, green, black and orange.  The results are nothing new, and can be 

compared to the work of John Stezaker, Richard Prince’s more recent output, the Puerto-Rican artist 

Enoc Perez.  The children, removed from the image rather than erased, are conspicuous by their 

absence – hence the high-contrast colours. 

   Again, I had little left in the way of scope for these in my projects as a whole, and space was rapidly 

becoming an issue.  True, they looked good when blu-tacked to the wall (particularly as a background 

for some of my last-minute sculpture-based photography), but as a compliment to anything, all I had 

to go on – and admittedly this worked very well together – was my Drawing of the last scene from 

The 400 Blows. 

 

Some Mild Photography 

 

And so we move on to the photographic element of the project.  Initially, I balked at the notion of 

using photography: it has always jarred with my purist notions of artistic materials and processes.  

Barthesian logic had never swayed me, nor had the vast majority of photography that I actually liked.  

I think perhaps that the traditional photographic process was a thing so alien to me that I felt uneasy in 

its presence.  Perhaps the complete proliferation of photography in modern society and culture had, 

too, played its part in my reticence at trying my hand at it. 

   In any event, on the first Monday afternoon when I was set loose around the campus with a 

traditional camera I struggled to find salient subject matter.  This was to be expected given my themes 

of childhood and darkness, although the camera I was given had monochrome film in it (which for 

educational purposes I had to install myself [it had been a long time indeed since I had to load a roll of 

film]).  There were plenty of object situated hither and thither around the college for me to take full 

advantage of the light and shade inherent in black and white photography, and these I found mainly in 

the sculpture studio.  Random, ambiguous objects veritably litter the shelves there, and these shapes 

are themselves monochrome.  I life-size, headless male bust provided me with my most interesting 

image from this session – there is always something quite compelling about a distorted image of the 

human body, and I have previously displayed my fondness for a headless torso (in an artistic context, 

naturally). 



   The processing and developing stage was not nearly as daunting as I had feared.  Certainly there 

was an element of unsureness, as there always is when trying an alien process for the first time, but 

the most trying part of the whole thing was having to spool the film into the canister in complete 

darkness.  I was stood fiddling for the best part of ten minutes before I was satisfied that the film was 

securely in place and turned the light back on. 

   I shan’t dwell too much on the outcomes from this initial session because A) as I have said, there 

was precious little in the way of salient subject matter for me to play around with and B) the outcomes 

were not that great anyway.  The whole experience was very little more than an educational exercise; 

a learning curve, if you will. 

   When we, as a group, moved on to the digital side of photography I instantly became more creative.  

There was something about the removal of the analogue responsibilities of processing, developing, 

printing, stopping and fixing that was like an enormous weight lifted from my shoulders and, although 

the theories of aperture and shutter speed had been explained in full to me at the beginning of the 

element, it wasn’t until I had a digital camera in my hand (or, to be more precise, on a tripod) that I 

fully allowed myself to explore the possibilities therein.  There was no worry there about ruining film, 

having to waste my precious time processing an image which may or may not prove to be ridiculous, 

badly shot or just plain pointless.  If one dislikes an image from a digital camera, one can just forget 

about it; with analogue, one if forced to live with one’s mistakes. 

   With this freedom of expression I quickly set to putting Alfie’s old bear suit to work.  This was not 

the first time I had used the ragged old thing, as I have mentioned in a previous volume but this time I 

had the opportunity to animate it to a certain extent using an f-stop of around F/8 (the beginning of my 

love affair with the F/8) and a black lighting rig.  Threading the rig through the arms of the suit the 

whole was given a shake by Amy whilst a captured its movement.  Also from that session were some 

bog-standard static shots of the bear suit arranged with various childhood ephemera whilst I waited to 

use the white backdrop.  These were, to some extent, mere throwaway images, and have the look and 

feel of when, in the good old days of analogue photography, one would have a finite number of shots 

left on the roll before taking said roll in for processing.  Interesting to note that I used a golly – that 

object of hatred in modern society) to fill the void left by the empty hoof of the bear suit.  This could 

say many things, but for me such a thing represents commentary about innate racism found in the 

young, thanks to long lines of inherent familial bigotry.  Or - as Freud might have said - perhaps 

sometimes a racist effigy stuffed inside a young boy’s sleeping apparatus bought for novelty value is 

just a racist effigy stuffed inside a young boy’s sleeping apparatus bought for novelty value. 

   The next week I took the idea of subverting childhood ephemera further (and far more subtly) by 

taking in Alfie’s Moses basket.  The night before I took this into college, and after I had dragged it 

from the attic I had a hell of a fight trying to prise Alfie out of it, who for reasons known only to him 

had decided that its re-emergence from the loft was an indication that he should again place himself 

inside it.  The most effective use I found for the Moses basket was against a blue background, 

surrounded by an A1 painting of a corner piece of the test card, an A4 painting on MDF of Janet 

Leigh in the shower scene from Psycho and an even smaller scale painting on MDF (this last with a 

thick gesso coating) of a famous (sort of) film still from The Cabinet of Dr Caligari.   What statement 

this arrangement was trying to make is lost upon even me (I did say it was subtle), but on a purely 

aesthetic level it appealed to me for its light and shade qualities. 

   Thus far, and as is quite usual for me, there were no other artists I felt able to compare what I had 

produced to.  When one talks of shutter speed, and the surreal ghostliness this creates, one must pay 

lip-service to Francesca Woodman.  Although far too cited and referenced for this kind of thing for 

me to really want to compare my work to, and the same goes for Henri-Cartier Bresson, Helmut 

Newton, Vivian Maier, or any other one hears when embarking upon photography.  Me being me, I 

like to dig a little deeper and see what else is there.  Humphrey Spender, Ralph Eugene Meatyard and 

Werner Mantz were the first to appeal to me, for different reasons.  Spender because of his 

documentary of working class Britain in the early-to-mid-Twentieth-Century (especially his high-

contrast images of industry and the typical working class streets), Ralph Eugene Meatyard took my 



fancy straight away because of his distorted (although at its heart perhaps truthful) vision of 

Americana using grotesque Halloween masks.  Werner Mantz I liked simply for the contrast of his 

photographs, often using internal architectural structure from unusual angles to create a sense of 

“otherness.” 

   Something else was beginning to emerge in my work, which would later start to intrigue me more 

and more: sculpture-based photography.  Ironic, seeing as both sculpture and photography were the 

two areas of fine art I had up until recently tried my best to eschew.  Sculpture-based photography is 

precisely what the title suggests, with the artist using the latter to showcase the former on different 

levels to those the viewer would encounter in a gallery.  Variations in light and setting are used to 

play against or compliment the sculptural work.  Brazilian artist Heleno Bernardi’s mattresses shaped 

into human forms are photographed in the street, thus making not-so-subtle commentary on 

homelessness; Paolo Ventura’s highly detailed and realistic figurative sculptures are photographed 

using fog machines for his literature-based imagery; Noemie Goudal’s idealized polystyrene small-

scale Brutalist architecture is transferred to dream-like ethereal settings and shot in black-and-white.  

The novels of Haruki Murakami inspire Goudal, and that was enough for me to throw my hat into her 

ring (so to speak) – Murakami has long been a literary favourite of mine.  Elsewhere Sara Vanderbeek 

uses abstract sculptural forms for her photography before destroying the work, which has echoes of 

Conceptual Artists like John Baldessari.  Destroying the sculptural work itself places a higher 

importance on the photographed image, which in turn speaks of another about-turn in my attitude 

towards photography – whereas before I had thought of the photograph as a lazy way of capturing a 

human event, I was beginning to think of the discipline more akin to printing.  Obviously printing 

itself is an element in photography, but I mean here that the camera itself is a printing device: images 

in the real world are recorded wholesale by the camera’s apparatus, thus by implication flattening the 

real world in order give dimension to the representational world.  I could here begin a highly in-depth 

philosophical tract concerning the function of photography and the printed image (and there is little 

doubt that at some point I shall do this very thing), but it suffices for now to state that my attitudes 

towards photography were undergoing a drastic about-turn. 

   The photograph, during its comparatively short lifetime both as a representational medium and an 

essence, has been regarded in equal parts with distaste and reverence.  Photography polarizes critics 

and theorists due, to a degree, to its instantaneous nature: in the world of processes the photograph 

takes the least time to achieve, and the intelligentsia by and large distinguish the art object in terms of 

time and effort – “worth” here is measured not in monetary value, but by the ideas, effort, time and 

ingenuity an artist invests in his or her work.  When we see a large-scale painting (and whether we 

actually like the painting or not is irrelevant) we automatically ascribe it worth, for we know, quite 

logically, that the painter has spent a great deal of time in its execution, and by extension we also 

know that the ideas and ingenuity are there in the painting (again, whether or not we can discern these 

things in the painting itself), because if the artist were not confident with their ideas, and had these 

ideas pushing them forward in the painting’s creation, then this increasingly hypothetical artist would 

more than likely have given up long before the end was in sight.  This is our instinctive reaction to 

painting, and our instinctive reaction to photography works in precisely the same way: whereas a 

painting can take weeks, months or even years to complete, a photograph can be created in a 

heartbeat, and compared to painting the photograph represents a thing in the world which is already 

there (a fixed geographical point, the human form and characteristics).  Nothing is added or taken 

away from the photographic subject by its likeness being mechanically captured, whereas other areas 

of fine art define things in the world which are either not quite there, have been removed or logically 

can never exist (I can cite my own painting efforts here).  So, if this is true (and I should imagine there 

are few art critics who would go against this rationale), then this leaves us with an interesting 

discrepancy.  To use Louis Daguerre as an ideal reference point, why is the daguerreotype still 

remembered, talked about and (by some artists) continued as a medium in the Twenty-First Century 

when Daguerre's painted work (I have on two separate occasions within my journals marvelled at the 

beauty of The Ruins of Holyrood Chapel) is largely forgotten?  Only a fool would suggest that the 



creation of a daguerreotype (even when photography was in its neonatal stage) would take anywhere 

as long as this oil painting.  Because, for a period of time, the invention of photography so bewitched 

the world that its advent utterly eclipsed other media.  And because photography’s genius (genius here 

meaning its essence rather than its intellectual merits) was such that it changed our perception of 

pictorial representation forever.  Until Modernism reared its head the need for a painted representation 

of a thing was greatly diminished.  The photograph could do precisely what painters of the time were 

doing (and perhaps more) in a diminutive fraction of the time. 

   By its very newness, the photographic process still has the power to enthral.  The capturing of an 

image using light and machinery is still (even after nearly two-hundred years) a semi-mystical 

labyrinth of science and esoterica to the majority of us.  This attitude has obviously lessened to a 

significant degree since the advent of digital technology, but there are still huge chasms of 

misunderstanding, misinterpretation and misuse in photography today.  Misuse itself is of particular 

relevance to modern society: people tend to take photographs injudiciously these days, safe in the 

knowledge that the finite nature of a roll of film no longer applies.  Cameras are manufactured with 

the in-built apparatus of sharing, too, so one can upload images seconds after their creation and share 

them with whomsoever cares to look at them.  There is a “wholesale” attitude to the mechanical 

image which mirrors (albeit unwittingly) the works of Andreas Gursky and Edward Burtynsky, artists 

who deal with the imagery of large-scale production and uniform labour.  

   The photograph, in its present-day incarnation of throwaway information exchange, has lost much 

of the worth attached to it during the Twentieth Century when photographers continued to find the 

medium’s feet for it.  The pushing of the boundaries and the experimentalism has been superseded by 

the deadpan tone of affected ennui which has long been an unfortunate adjunct of Postmodernism.  

Hyperreality has arrived with its own value systems – value systems which have very little to do with 

effort, time or genius, and photography, to some extent, is undergoing the same thing painting 

endured at the beginning of the Twentieth Century.  To wit, it is being superseded.  But when it comes 

to identifying precisely what it is which is superseding photography, things become harder to 

distinguish. 

   When creating any photographic image, one of my very highest priorities is to try not to produce 

anything which looks like any other thing.  I have spoken about this previously but it is worth 

reiterating here (especially with photography) that I do not have much interest in presenting the world 

we live in (unless it is presented in a distasteful light [saying more about me as a person than me as an 

artist]) as is.  Where I become excited is in creating worlds which reflect ours in a distorted way, and 

perhaps suggesting other, more interesting realities.  Obviously with this project there is a dark filter 

to everything – I have presented nothing in a positive light here.  I use distorted imagery to discuss the 

breakdowns of parental responsibilities, the fragile period of childhood when the child’s adult life is 

being shaped, moulded and dictated by the experiences he or she has, and his or her interpretation of 

them at that young age.  I also, with more than a hint of despair, suggest that children in the Twenty-

First Century may well be doomed in terms of what they will encounter during adulthood, and what 

Alfie, for instance, might regard as “real” when he grows up might be entirely different to what I 

considered “real” when I was his age.  Technology has advanced to such a degree that anything which 

doesn’t connect in some way to this specious fourth dimension of cyberspace may well be devalued or 

disregarded as trivia when it comes time for Alfie to engage with the world as an adult.  I used footage 

taken by Mitchell and Kenyon for a good reason – Edwardian values were light years removed from 

the values of today and, much like the youth of today, Mitchell and Kenyon were playing around and 

experimenting with recent inventions (the moving picture and the means with which to record this).  It 

was no great leap of thought for me to manipulate the imagery recorded by them and present it in a 

way which suggests the inherent darkness of altered reality (and even the documentary image is an 

altered reality, for Benjaminian and Barthesian reasons I simply do not have the time to discuss at 

great length here).  When I project back the mirrored, inverted image of their Manchester Street 

Scene, I do so not to cast an ironic slant on their innocent representations: I do so because I feel that, 



when the surface of any innocent representation is scratched, the true image underneath is far darker, 

far more rich in subliminal meaning than the image which has not been inverted. 

   The same idea is true of much of the video I have projected, particularly the snippets of Childhood 

television.  Zippy and George were little more than marionette representations of homosexuality and 

repression, created during a time in history when homosexuality was being represented not in the 

open, matter-of-fact way which we perceive today, but with sarcasm, belittlement and prejudice.  I 

defy anybody, after thinking long and hard, to tell me that Rainbow was an “innocent” transmission. 

   For me, projection is perfect for realising the sort of imagery I wish to create as it applies a filter to 

what is already in the frame.  There is an inherent paradox to this sort of filter within the realm of fine 

art, in that it adds layers in its processes but, when used correctly, strips away the layers of filtering by 

our common understanding of a thing.  So much of how we perceive in the world is subconsciously 

governed by a reductive ideal (and without wishing to swim too far from the shore in the murky 

waters of philosophy, there is an element of the Wittgensteinian to this).  Sometimes we need the 

context of another element to fully understand a thing’s broader implications. 

   But, and again I am being paradoxical, after this project is finished and handed in for assessment, I 

shall in all likelihood take a break from projection.  For one thing, I dread the prospect of becoming 

repetitive.  For another, the projected layer is something which works well in this context, which is 

not to say that it is something which will work well in another.  Photography is still very new to me, 

and to cast my lot in with just one method of image-making at this point would be nothing short of 

folly.  I need to stretch my legs a little more and discover (for myself) what else is out there for me to 

play with.  Having just recently taken delivery of a Canon to call my own, I now have the freedom to 

fully explore the range of photographic methods and subjects.  Already I have things in mind for the 

next project, whereby I shall be using the camera to overhaul my working practices: whereas in the 

past I usually started a project by either using found imagery or primary imagery from paintings, next 

time around I want to begin the whole process with a camera.  Ideally I would like to set a couple of 

days aside over the next few weeks to just get on a bus or train and look around the streets of 

Redditch, Bromsgrove and Birmingham for anything (literally anything) to photograph which can 

spark off the forming of artistic direction. 

   All in all, I am more than happy with the images I have taken since September.  They may 

occasionally be a little “samey” but that is only because the methods have been consistent.  Some 

striking photographs have come from my exploration of shutter speed, light and the use of objects 

around me (not to mention the crossing over of photography with sculpture – something I mean to 

delve further into over the coming months) and, for once, I am delighted to have my preconceptions 

turned on their head. 

 

Some Mild Sculpture 

 

Before we go any further, what is this “some mild…” all about?  I myself have no idea how 

embedded this phrase is in the collective consciousness.  Not very, if the modern yardstick of cultural 

worth is anything to go by – that cultural yardstick being the t-shirt.  If what you have to say hasn’t 

made it on to a t-shirt, you have failed, and I didn’t decide that that would be the case: the cultural 

landscape did (or rather the lack-of-cultural landscape did).  So, if it hasn’t been printed onto an 

article of clothing then I should say that “Some Mild Peril” is firmly rooted in yesterday, which is a 

shame.  The phrase itself comes from the good old British Board of Film Classification, and was 

regularly to be seen on the brief outline of a film’s content.  Anything with a U or a PG rating would 

be more likely to have this in their outlines than, say, Reservoir Dogs, for obvious reasons.  I always 

thought the term “mild peril” was quite interesting, as it was a combination of words which one would 

never find outside the lexicon of the film classification board, and to use the phrase in day-to-day life 

would be to invite ridicule. 



   I have had those three words in my head for years, and was very glad to find an outlet for them with 

this project.  What could be more ideal for those three little words than a work concerning childhood 

and darkness which uses the media of film and projection as elements? 

   The prospect of a serious undertaking of sculpture this year, in much the same way as photography, 

filled me with a sense of my own mild peril.  I held the discipline at bay during the Foundation 

Diploma, although I never did truly fathom why.  Certainly, creating art in three dimensions is a more 

tactile and (some would argue) tangible thing.  Sculpture invades space, rather than invites the viewer 

into its space, as painting, drawing and photography do.  And when one has created a bad piece of 

sculpture (the word “bad” here to be taken in whichever context the reader chooses to infer) one 

cannot simply pack it away in a portfolio and forget about it: more than any other medium, sculpture 

is a thing which the artist is stuck with, whether the artist likes it or not. 

   Interestingly enough, I find sculpture more pleasurable to look at than other media.  Aside from a 

select few painters who I regularly return to, sculpture, and sculpture-based photography, is a thing I 

can look at endlessly.  There is something about the depth of sculpture which lends itself to the 

photograph, and particularly when the sculpture is fantastical or distorted in nature this tends to 

contrast well the perceived “reality” of photography.  Gayle Chong Kwan is an artist I can point to as 

an ideal illustration of this point.  In the words of her website, “(her) work centres on simulacra and 

the sublime, which she explores through the prisms of mythological forms, senses and imagination.”  

Food, waste materials and found objects are manipulated to create mise en scene which imagine lost, 

forgotten or abandoned geographies.  Looking at these scenes is akin to looking at some of the 

fantastical set designs from the German Expressionist era of cinema.  It works because the unreal has 

been placed with differing versions of the unreal – the simulacra Kwan talks about is the simulacra of 

memory; the half-remembered dream. 

   Returning to what I was saying about my awkwardness around sculpture, I should mention that it 

took me a few weeks to “get going,” as it were, with the materials at my disposal.  The very first thing 

I created (or things I created) were five cubes of around three inches squared (obviously).  This was in 

response to an early idea I had of recreating the test card in three dimensions with a view to breaking 

it down once finished.  It didn’t take long, though, to reach the conclusion that recreating the image 

yet again would simply be to repeat myself.  Saying a thing twice is never usually necessary, even if it 

is being said in different formats.  I had the cot base at my disposal, still unsure how I was going to 

develop that further (to all intents and purposes the cot base is a work of its own, as its being a cot 

base in the first place is conceptual in nature).  The cubes could be arranged at intervals around the 

central image (see Some Milder Painting on page 25), thus transforming the cot base, which was at 

that point an altered canvas painting into a sculpture of its own.  The MDF cut-offs already attached 

to it had pushed the boundaries in terms of the ability to call the painting a 3D object, but the cubes, 

once the wood glue had been applied, I think helped tip the balance. 

   Elsewhere, and again at a loose end for sculptural joie de vivre, I had made a plaster of Paris head 

(half of a head, in profile, to be more specific) taken from a mould I found in the sculpture studio.  

Technically not the most ethical thing to do, it nonetheless gave me a shot in the arm and kicked me 

into gear as, once painted white and with three wooden sticks of approximately equal width and 

density (again, shame upon me, purloined from the drawing studio) I was hit with the notion of 

creating a dual-purpose piece.  Tim Webster and Sue Noble had clearly left an impression on me as 

the sculptural piece instantly spoke to me of its ability to cast an interesting shadow.  I then made the 

mental leap to projection and began to think of how I could blend the sculpture into projection, and by 

extension into photography.  This was beginning to happen rather a lot, these crossovers in discipline 

which were never conscious decisions but seemed to happen of their own accord.  Being pleased with 

these crossovers I felt very little need to force the disciplines apart. 

   Considerably later on in the game – a couple of weeks shy of Christmas – I began, almost without 

thinking, to assemble some of the little plaster shapes I had made since buying a 2.5 kg bag from 

Amazon.  These piece I attached to pieces of MDF to create bizarre shapes, almost akin to the 

abstraction of Alexander Calder.  Calder’s wire sculptures had a way of turning sculpture into 



drawing, by virtue of their reliance on outlines to delineate the shape and mass of what Calder had left 

out of his representation – to wit, looking at a work by Alexander Calder is very much like seeing a 

drawn basic outline.  It was only after I painted the sculptural works (in an orange/green scheme as 

direct reference to the fruit flavoured Tic Tacs) that they began to more resemble the distorted 

strangeness of Karel Appel. Appel’s sculpture speaks of surrealist snap-shots of a dream, in much the 

same way that Gayle Chong Kwan’s photographic work resembles the half-remembered dreamscape 

of geography.  Before bringing these small-scale sculptural works into college I played around with 

light and shadow simply by photographing the whole as an ensemble and shaking a lamp behind my 

head.  This worked to a certain extent, but I knew I would not truly know their potential until I had a 

projector passing light through them. 

   When the pieces were taken into the college they were greeted with the kind of reaction one might 

expect a child to receive: there was an air of “oh bless…he tried his best” which was pretty much how 

I have felt putting all of these sculptural elements together.  As I said earlier, sculpture is probably one 

of those things that I take more pleasure in looking at than I get personal satisfaction in creating. 

   Some of the effects it had on my projected work were exciting, though… 

 

Some Mild Drawing 

 

If sculpture was the element of the assignment I felt the least comfortable using, then drawing was the 

element I had the hardest time trying to find a use for.  Drawing, for me, is like writing: I can just do it 

and do it and do it until I either A) run out of materials, or B) get told to stop doing it.  It is a thing 

which comes to me semi-automatically, and sometimes the only hard part of the process is not 

knowing where the visual cue is to begin a drawing.  Once those first couple of marks are on the paper 

I can invariably switch off and let the rest of the drawing happen. 

   Fitting the aesthetic qualities of drawing in with the themes of my work here should have been a 

relative no-brainer.  Astonishingly, this was not the case.  Perhaps in hindsight I had spent a greater 

proportion of my time configuring the relationships between photography and sculpture, sculpture and 

painting or painting and photography to allow the third party of drawing to fully permeate the whole 

piece.  Perhaps it was more a case of the structure of the syllabus dictating that, from practically day 

one, drawing had been presented as a stand-alone discipline: photography, painting, sculpture and 

every other knowable concern was bracketed under the term Materials and Processes, whereas 

drawing, for reasons I am still unclear about, was presented, quite simply, as drawing.  Is it the case 

that drawing should be considered outside the academic framework of all other processes?  And if so, 

why?  I have previously discussed my attitude towards drawing in a separate essay, in which I stated 

that drawing was the cornerstone of my artistic practice, and the yardstick by which all other work is 

measured.  And, up until this academic year, this has indeed been the case.  For some reason, though, 

I could not find a way to blend the drawing in with the rest of the work.  Could it be that the syllabus 

presenting drawing separately is actually the right way to approach it?  Is drawing a thing which exists 

outside the realm of fine art and only occasionally crosses over into it?  I really do not think that this 

is the case, but the very fact of it being separate from all other aspects of fine art here must have had 

some psychological effect on me because after a while I could not see drawing as a thing which went 

well with anything else. 

   Some satisfying work came from those first few weeks, in which the task of producing ten drawings 

filtered over the weeks into five drawings, and then three.  I instinctively, given my extra-curricular 

practices over the summer holidays, began to take my visual cues from the medium of film, from the 

still image from Bela Tarr’s A Turin Horse to a freeze-frame of Alf Garnett castigating his daughter in 

In Sickness and in Health.  The former drawing had little to do with my themes, as it was produced 

even before the drawing assignments were set (and if I remember correctly, was just something for me 

to occupy myself when I arrived at college too early one morning).  The latter image, though, was all 

tied in with familial values and the question of what attitudes were acceptable for public broadcast 



when I was very young in comparison to themes less likely to facilitate controversy which we 

encounter on the small screen today. 

   Also from those sessions – and again taking their cue from the small screen – were similar 

snapshots taken from public information broadcasts, designed to terrify the child into doing as he or 

she was told in the late 1970s and early 1980s.  These broadcasts, which were given chilling, 

admonitory titles such as Lonely Water and Say No to Strangers, were absolutely ideal for my vision 

of the darkness of childhood. 

   Whose drawings have had an effect on me?  Over the years I have taken on board some of the ideas 

of Raymond Pettibon, Ilya Kabakov, Sol Lewitt, Martin Kippenberger and hundreds of others and, in 

some way, incorporated them into my work.  Some of these ideas can be more obvious than others, 

and some of these ideas are barely visible, but I have always felt that it is enough to qualify as an 

influence when one sees a piece of work and instantly wants to produce another piece of work.  

Raymond Pettibon creates work which relies on line and tone, two elements which produce strong 

reactions (for me, perhaps only) as there is a visceral element to a black and white, high contrast 

drawing and a strong, clearly defined line. Sol Lewitt’s drawings always relied heavily on precision, 

and perhaps one of the reasons I am so drawn to precision as an observer is the fact that I am 

practically incapable of producing it as an artist. 

   My drawings, as can be inferred from that last statement, resemble none of the above.  I am, and 

have habitually always been, drawn to the things I cannot create myself.  When it comes to visual 

language looseness and the rough edge are what I usually tend to create.  Ink is my medium of choice 

because it tends to let the drawings develop on their own.  What I mean by this is that by its very 

nature, ink creates expression: whereas charcoal makes for “fixed” which do not alter much after the 

mark-making has been made (granted, there is potential for smudging), ink carries on changing the 

lines after the brush has left the paper – dripping down the paper creating a looseness which is not 

afforded by any other media, and which makes for visual language which can be interpreted as 

mentally “uneven” because of the mess.  There is an automatic link between the dripping line of an 

ink drawing and the ink used in Rorschach testing, which is used to test a person’s psychosis.   

   There was never going to be much scope for my drawings to develop or grow in terms of concept 

owing to my inability to find a correlation between it and the rest of the project.  One way of using the 

tonal contrast of drawing was to use black and white (and particularly their inversion) to comment 

upon some outmoded visual childhood codifiers such as the Golly who was once a staple of Noddy.  

“Erased”, as it were, in Noddy’s more recent incarnations, from existence, there was once a time when 

not a single second-thought was given to the inherently racist figure of the Golly as a fixture of 

children’s entertainment. 

   Elsewhere, the dripping nature of ink was exploited in an extremely short experimental video I 

created (taking my cue from the work of William Kentridge) whereby I made an extremely 

amateurish stop-motion film of my drawing of the final scene from Francois Truffaut’s The 400 

Blows, photographing each subtle stage in the drawing’s development.  The camera captures the 

downward progress of the dripping ink as gravity does its gravitational thing. 

   Had I taken more time in preparing this exercise it would have been more successful.  Proper 

lighting needs to be in place for the kind on drawing-to-video idea that I freely admit was influenced 

entirely by the work of William Kentridge.  A tripod should also be used at a precise designated 

distance from the drawing in order to circumvent any discrepancies in how much of the drawing is 

seen in each frame – in my case I cropped the photographs digitally after I uploaded them all, and 

even then I roughly guessed at their precision.  Certain theories would credit this gung ho attitude, but 

as a finished piece it suffers greatly from not being planned out carefully beforehand.  To be fair, 

though, the video experiment was meant to be precisely that, and no more; fifteen minutes of my time 

(including the drawing of the image and the digital cropping afterwards) spent at just “having a go” at 

a thing I had never attempted before.  The video shan’t be entered into my final outcomes, and as a 

learning curve it more than served its purpose. 



   Much like with painting and the video element of this project, the drawings were to a great degree 

based on film imagery, and these were referenced a lot more liberally than in those other two media.  

Aside from the two drawings taken from the public information broadcasts I kept my references loose, 

as I felt befitted the “scrappy” nature of my drawing technique.  I can identify four or five drawings 

which most reflect the themes of my project, and for this reason alone I am of the opinion that they 

are among the strongest of the bunch: there are three drawings of the Fritz Lang film M, made during 

our exercise in experimenting with scale.  These three drawings I only count as one, though, because 

they are of the same image source (a publicity still taken from the film’s initial 1931 German release 

which depicts a little girl looking up out of shot in front of a billboard detailing the dangers of an at-

large child murderer.  This billboard has a brooding shadow across it of a man in a hat whom we are 

drawn to believe is the killer (the shadow photographed in the image – although this has no relevance 

here - was not of Peter Lorre, who played the murderer, but of a studio stand-in [Lorre’s silhouetted 

profile being considered too stocky to be threatening]).  Interestingly, a lot of the visual language was 

altered by the drastic leap downwards from 2A0 to A8.  Much of the focus of the drawing was 

brought to the front in the smaller size image, whereas the large-scale drawing tended to be more 

flattened out in terms of its visual depth.  

   Where can I go now with drawing?  Well, that all depends on whether or not this difficulty I have 

had this year with fusing drawing with other media is a temporary or more permanent shortcoming.  

My work has certainly suffered since last September from drawing’s absence in my larger scale 

works.  It almost feels as though drawing has been superseded by my new-found familiarity with 

other fields of fine art, and this echoes my sentiments of a few pages ago where I postulated that 

photography bewitched the world of fine art to such a degree that it altered the inherent nature of 

painting forever.  I have already noticed this in my own painting (my tendency to leave certain areas 

of a painting relatively “unfinished” is a conscious kick against the latter-day preoccupation for the 

hyper-real in the painted image), so could the same now be true of drawing?  I have always taken 

great satisfaction in a large-scale, loose and atmospheric drawing of contrast and depth.  Now I have 

discovered that photography, sculpture and projection can offer me the same satisfaction (albeit on a 

different level), which has inevitably led to a reduction in the amount of time I spend drawing at all, it 

worries me slightly that drawing might be one discipline I am beginning to let go of.  Which is a great 

shame because drawing itself as a practice can be pivotal in shaping an artist’s visual language and 

understanding of composition and form. 

   I would hate to think that drawing no longer plays as significant a role in my practice as once it was.  

It may well be that, in order to prevent this unfortunate outcome, I need to undergo a shift in my 

drawing practices themselves: take a leaf or two out of other artists’ books and explore different 

methods and media of drawing.  An artist such as German charcoal-and-ink proponent Britta Lumer 

could be the key here – here work remains true to traditional media, and yet alters the visual language 

of drawing so that her outcomes resemble the negative image – obviously suited to a lot of my themes 

as it ties in with film.  Or it could be that I begin to explore further the act of recording my drawings 

as they develop, a la William Kentridge, and see where that process takes me.  Indeed, I only have to 

borrow the germ of the idea from Kentridge because, playing around with the idea in my own way 

will obviously begin to shake off the more obvious ties to his work. 


